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Email: Info@sterlingdays.co.uk

Sterling Days specialise in fully-inclusive corporate tours for small
groups of up to 8 people combining classic car rallying with golf,
wine tasting, gourmet dinners and luxury accommodation.

Classic Car Tours
Our selection of exclusive tours through the
Vienne and Loire regions of France cover
some of the most scenic routes in the area.
Detailed maps are provided each day in a
Tulip style with vehicles leaving at 1 minute
intervals.
Throughout the tours cars are rotated, so
our guests will be able to experience a
number of cars to include:
E-Type Jaguar
S-Type Jaguar
Austin Healey 3000
Mercedes 350 SL

The Sterling Challenge is incorporated in
each tour to create a competitive edge –
ideal for team-building or just for fun! Points
are awarded throughout the tour to include
driving results and challenges with the trophy
awarded to the winning team at the
presentation dinner on the final night.

Golf Days

Our golf days are run in the same manner as
the Classic Car tours but the emphasis is on
the Golf rather than the driving. Following the
morning rally, guests arrive at the Golf Club
resort for lunch, followed by an afternoon on
the golf course. Golf clubs will be transferred
to the course as part of our complimentary
luggage service.

Our flexible approach means any tour can be further enhanced
to suit individual preferences including hot air ballooning and
chateaux visits.

Example Agenda
Day1 *
Welcome at Tours Airport
Transfer to Hotel
Buffet Refreshments
Drivers’ Briefing and Vehicle
Orientation
Afternoon Tour
Evening Champagne
Reception
Dinner
Day 2
Breakfast at hotel
Drivers’ Briefing
Morning Tour
Lunch
Afternoon Tour or Golf
Wine Tasting
Dinner

Day 3
Breakfast at hotel
Drivers’ Briefing
Morning Tour
Lunch
Afternoon Tour or Golf
Presentation Dinner –
award
of Sterling Challenge Trophy
Day 4 *
Breakfast at hotel
Morning Tour
Transfer to Airport

* Events on Days 1 and 4 may vary to reflect transfer times to/from airport.

Special Events:
Exclusive rally and race weekends (3 nights) include
participation in organised rallies in one of our classic cars.
The following day is spent as spectators of the races – venues
include: Grand Prix de Tours, and Angoulême Circuit des
Remparts – places are limited.

Our chateaux hotels and golf
resorts have been hand-selected
to provide first-class
accommodation for all our guests
and to reflect the unique
experience that we offer.

